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Formation of Committees. I. Institute Anti Ragging Committee a. The Director of the Institute- Chairperson b. Deputy
Director of the Institute- Member c.

The session proved to be an enriching experience for the students and the staff. They comprehended the case
studies followed by the interactions with the students which made them realize the intensity of the effects of
ragging. Raghavan, met victims, guardians and others across the country. The form of verbal ragging differs
from one institution to another. Along with that during internship from 18th â€” 23rdSeptember, students had
spread awareness in respective internship schools and colleges. Here students took pledge, read research
review on ragging, prepared charts and posters to spread awareness in the college campus regarding
Anti-ragging. Since many ragging deaths, like Aman Kachroo's, [9] occurred due to seniors taking a revenge
of the complaint made, anonymous complaints were equally allowed at the helpline. Provision for anonymous
complaints was considered of utmost important at the time of establishment of the helpline, since the victim
after making the complaint remains with or close to the culprits, away from a fully secure environment. Sonali
Singh which is as follows:- Introduction of the members and briefing them about the fore going activities
related to anti- ragging. Junior College, Borivali East Student-teachers performed role play, conducted
discussions and provided valuable information through power point presentation and charts. Tezpur University
has been taking strong and effective measures against ragging on the campus. Introduction[ edit ] In Sri Lanka
inception of ragging can be pleasant at first, hence the name 'Mal Samaya'. Beat officer Mr. Some of the
measures taken by the University are given below: 1. The main feature of the helpline is that the complaints
can be registered even without disclosing the name by the victim, [5] through email at helpline antiragging.
Grievance cell should also remain active and alert. Sunita Shah also introduced herself and suggested some
ways to curb ragging in the college. Display of banners at prominent places in the University informing the
students to abstain from ragging. Physical abuse[ edit ] The freshers are asked to do various tasks, such as
sit-ups or push-ups, sitting in the murga pose, being forced to call seniors as sir, or removing their shirts.
Sessions to be provided to teaching and non-teaching staff so as to acquaint them with the rules and regulation
related to Anti ragging. The Indian media has been playing a crucial role by exposing ragging incidents and
the indifference of many concerned institutions towards curbing the act.


